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1 THE PRIMER™

9” 3/8” NAP

Encourage customers who want a professional 
finish to use the right roller to prime before painting. 
This cover is designed for applying stain-killing, 
bonding, and vapor-blocking primers. Unique, 
shed-resistant tan fabric provides maximum hiding 
power and a smooth base coat. Use on medium 
surfaces such as drywall, plaster, smooth wood, 
and paneling.

Specifically designed for uneven textures like 
popcorn or acoustical ceilings, textured walls, 
masonry, and stucco. Thick, multi-slit foam works 
with all latex, acrylic, and oil-based paints to provide 
gentle yet complete coverage. It won’t crush the 
popcorn texture, and it spreads paint evenly over 
the peaks and valleys of a surface.

Wooster Special Use rollers are in a class by themselves when 

it comes to creative finishes. Designed for specific projects and 

paints, Special Use rollers produce results that meet DIY painters’ 

needs. Attractive packaging highlights each roller’s unique 

purpose; put them on display together to draw in customers.

THE PRIMER
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4 POPCORN/ACOUSTICAL

9” 9/16” FOAM

ROLLER COVERS
POPCORN/ACOUSTICAL

TEXTURE MAKER

ADHESIVE APPLICATOR
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3 TEXTURE MAKER™

9”

Plastic looped material applies paint and creates 
decorative textures in one step. Make deep patterns 
with the roller alone. Use with a texture brush to 
form swirl patterns or with a trowel to produce 
classic patterns. Works with all texture paints, 
including sand finishes.

Sturdy 5-wire cage frame works with all 9-inch 
roller covers, but it’s special in its own right. Blue 
Shergrip handle is made with soft elastomeric 
material, and won’t swell or crack. Larger width 
and molded thumb groove design allows for a 
comfortable, snug fit. Rim of Shergrip material 
on the bottom of the handle reduces twisting on 
extension poles.

COMFORTABLE SHERGRIP® HANDLER
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1 501™ ROLLER FRAME
9”

Extra-short white fabric provides smooth 
application for all water-based and solvent-
based adhesives and epoxies. Ideal on smooth 
surfaces like wallcoverings, fiberglass, paneling, 
and floor tile.
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5 ADHESIVE APPLICATOR

3”, 7”, 9” 1/8” NAP

  UPC    Case Cubic Ft. Pounds
Description Cat. No. 0-71497- Size Nap Surfaces Qty. Per Case Per Case
The Primer R201 14134-7 9” 3/8” Medium 12 .355 1.68
Popcorn/Acoustical R234 61949-5 9” 9/16” Semirough/Rough 10 .571 1.78
Texture Maker  R233 61939-6 9”  –– Medium/Semirough 12 .355 2.19
Adhesive Applicator R245 64293-6 3” 1/8” Smooth 12 .150 .76
  64297-4 7 1/8  12 .264 1.30
  64299-8 9 1/8  12 .355 1.61
501 Frame R501 13432-5 9”  ––  12 .676 8.25


